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In recent generative theory, it has been proposed that 1

,

principles of,'Universal Grammar (UG),iwary along. a number of

paraMeters, and that languages differ as4t_thelsetting4 of these

parameters that they'adopt, the exact:setting being determined

the basis pf evidence from the(Rarticular language being learned
\

)(Chomsky 1981a, 1981b, 1982):
5)

UG consists of a highly structured and restrictivet
system of principles with certain open parameters, to
be fixed by experience. As these parameters are fixed,
a ,grammitc is determined, what we may call a ',core

grammar'" IChomsky 1981b, 38).

This-concept of parametric variation is of particular interest

Wh2re second' language (L2) acquisition is concerned, since second-

lan uage learners will often be in the situation where their,

first language (L1) hake fixed same parameter way, whilst the

target language has some other-'setting, or the situation may

-arise where the first language has some parameter activated which



is not 'operative in .Li, or"vice.versa.

One such arimeter ,is 'known as "pro -drop" (Chomsky 1981a4.

Ja.pggli 7.2; Ri zi 1982): Languages such as Italian,and Spanish

havd a number of which are- attributed to this

parameter,'includihg the ability to omit subjects, fret inversion!

of subjgctoand verb in declarative sentences, and so-called that
u

trace effects, where i complementieer may appardntly be followed

,by the trace of ,a moved category. These properties are

' illustrated in (1), below: <1>

I

Anda muy ocupada
*Is very busy

)b. Vino Juan
*Came Juan

c. Quien dijiste que vino?
.. *Who did you say that came ?.

English and French, on the other hand, are not pro-drop 14nguages

and do not have these properties. Thus, the English equivalents

of (la), (lb) and (10,are ungrammattical.
ti

Spanish adults learning English as a second language are in

the position of having hado. the pro -drop param4ter acEivated in-

their\L1 and they are faced with learning a language where it is

not in' oPerati?6. Two questions of interest arise in such

circumstances: f
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i. Will native speakers.of Spanish realize immediately, on th'e'

basis of the English data, that English,is not a pro-drop'

language, or will they assume, initially at least, that

English is

parameter?

like Spanish with respect to this -particular

In other words, is the carrying, over of at

parameter of Ll a potential source of interference errors

in L2 ?.

4

ii. where one prnciple of UG encompasses a number of related

properties, as pro-drop does, will evidence as to the

non- occurreice of\one of these properties be sufficient to

trigger loss in the other areas subsumed by the parameter

in questioni or will the L2 learner require separate

evidence for each aspect of the parameter? For example,

once \the native speaker of Spanish has worked out that

English does not allow subject" verb inversion in

declarative sentences, will he also know without tieing

specifically taugtti that the English version of (lc) is

ungrammatical? qp many accounts of the pro-drop parameter,

the possibility of that trace sequences is:closely related

to the possibilty of subject verb inverbibh, so that

recognition that both are ungrammatical in English might be

connected. If this prov to be so, it will have
a

interesting implications for Language learning and language

teaching, suggesting thLt the teaching of certain aspects

- _
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of a language may have a

far-reaChing consequences.

range pf unexpected but
1

Thus, there are two related hypotheses to be investigated'

here, the first being the atsumption that a situation where some
4

Ll,parame.ter is not activated in L2 will require the learner,

effectively to "lose" the Ll parameter, leadinC,' at least

initially, to the carrying over of Ll structutes into L2. The

second, hypothesis is that in losing the Ll parameter; all aspects

of the parameter should be lost together, just as' in the reverse

----
situation, where some p rameter hai to be acquired for L2 which

*

is not present in Li, one might hypothesize that all aspects of

the,paraMeter would be learned together.

Ideally,.any ,`theory of second language acquisition should

be able to account both for the occurrence of developmental"

errors, namely those thought to reflect universal acquisition

processes, and for interference errors, those that reflect some

influence from the mother tongue.. On the whole, theories have

concentrated on one or the other r for examp/e, the Contrastive

Analysis hypothesis places emphasis on iriterfererice errors,

01

whereas the Creative Construction theory (Dulay and 'Burt 1974;
4

47.?Dulay, Burt 'and Krashen 1982) downplays the incidence- of such

errors, instead emphasizing developmental ones. In much L2

research that accepts UG as an explanatory construct, it is

is



assumed that little br no interference should occur, that UG

9ould be able 'to ;interact directly with the L2 data unaffected

by the Li, and that to ecknowledge Nan influence by Li somehow

diminishes the role of UG, or of univers cquisition processes.

I should like 'to suggest, on the con racy, that if interference

errors do arise in circumstances predictable on the.basis of

parametric variation in. UG, then we may be closer to achieving a

theory-than, can account for both error types, since interference

will'-be predicted to occur-only where Li and L2 parameters,

,

d1ffer. Where they, do not differ, the learner should be able to

acquire the relevant aspects of L2 unaffected by his Li

expeietce.

In order to investigate these issues, Spanish adulL:s

learning English as 'a second language were tested on various

aspects of pro-drop, to see if they would carry over into English

'any or all of the structures associatedipith this 'parameter. ,

;6.

Subjects

4
The subjects for this study consisted of 73 adults

learning English as a second language (ESL) in day intensive

courses in the Continuing Education programme at McGill

,university in,.< Montreal. Of these, 54 were native speakers of
4



Spanish and they constituted the experimental group, whilst 19

native speakers of French acted as controls, since French; like

English, is not) 'a pro-drop language. The subjects were

distributed throughout levels 1 to 5 of the Continuing Educatir

ESL programme;. level 1 being, beginners and Level 5 advanced.

They were initially placed on, the basis.of their scores on the

Michigan Placement Test, with adjustments subsequently made by

the teachers, in the programme. The Spanish subjects were

distributed through the levels as follows: 6 subjectkin Level 1,

11 in Level, 2, 8 in level 3, 24 in Level 4 and 5 in Level 5. For

the French subjects, bedause there were very few in Levels 1 and

5 (in fact; one-subject at each of these levels), the groups.were

collapsed as folloWs: 5 subjects in Levels 1 and 2, 8 subjects in

Level 3, ai'd 6 sOject,s in Levels 4 and 5. All but seven of the

Spanish group .haclbeen in Canada for lesS than :,one yeE:, whereas

all but two of the French group were native Quebecers.

Method

./
Testing was carried out'by means of a gramn6tic lity

judgment, task. Stridects were given, a list of 31 rando ized

written sentences in English, which included correct and

incorrect structure
.
.(see Appendix). The decision as to

t

correctness' versus incorrectness of the test,sentences was the

'7
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experimenter's, but the teachers of the subjects in this

experiment, confirmed my judgments. There step six ungrammatical

sentences with missing subjects, for example:

. John is greedy. Eats like a pig.

A

4
A

Of these six sentences, two had expletive it missing, whilst the

rest required personal pronouns such as he and she. There were

five sentences with ungrammatical, subject-verb inversion,, for

example:

3. Slept the,baby for three hours,

There were two ungrammatical sentences where the subject of an

embedded clause had been questioned, with the complementizer that

in position:

4. Which movie do you think that will be on television
this evening?

<_

In addition, there were three grammatical sentences with that

cgrrectly omitted, on the assumption that Spanish subjects might

actually insert that in such cases:

5. Who do ydu believe, will be the next president
of -the USA? *%.,

In\other words, the ungrammatical sentences correspond to those



outlined in (la), (.b) and (lc); that is, 4hilst they are

,.

ungrammatical in English, the Spanish equivalents aee.
. .

grammatical. <2> 1

4

1

Subjects were asked to readeNthe sentences in their 'own time

and to indicate for each sentence whether they considered it to
a /

be grammatical or ungrammatical. The instructions used the terms

correct and incorrect, as it was felt that students would be' more

familiar with these. Before they began, they were given brief
t

explanation of the procedure to follow, and an example. Where

they chose incorrect, they were asked, to try and supply a

correction. In addition, subjects were asked to indicate. whither

they were sure or unsure of their judgments. They were asked to

give their first impression Of.the sentences and not to change

their minds. There was no time limit bulmost of the subjects

completed the task in less than 30 minutes:

In addition to the test sentences, students'filled out a.

brief .,questionnaire giving details as to their 'age on first,

learning English, their mother tongue, otber languages known to

them, length of time spent> in Emglish-ipeak'ng countries, 'etc.
6

0
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Results

40)

The results suggest that. Spanish tudents do carry the

pro-drpp parameter; into English, at least initially, 4nd

that certain aspects of, the parameter rare harder to "unset" than

others.

To take the

Spanish subjects,

failed to notic-

was missing
f.

,T

response of correct

case of the missing subject pronouns first,the

unlike the French controls, in many cases
I

the ,incorrectness of sentences where the subje &t.
o.

e results are summarized in Table 1. Note that a

N
is the wrong anSwert.since'the sentences are

in fact ungrammatica4.. <3>

Table 1

Numbers res ondin correct" to sentences with missin sub'ects.

Sentence no. Spanish Ll (N=54) French Ll(N=19)
2 ' 20 (37$) 4 (21%)
4 21 (39%) 7 (37%)
8 . 19 (35) 1 (5%)

21 26 (48%) 2 (10%)
22 22 (41%) 3 (16%)

30 31 (57%) 4 (2i%)
AN.

As can be, seen from Tab/e- 1 the Spanish students are more

likely than the French to accept an ungrammatical English

sentente with 'a missing subject. 'The difference between the



Spanish and Frendh responses is significant at the .pi level

(corrected Chi-sque), for sentence 2f, at the .05 level for
401

sentences 8 and 30, and at the .1 level for sentence 22. The

difference in responses to sentences"2 and 4 is not statistically

significant. In 'Many cases, the Spanish subjects. Are regponding

at chance level, whereas the French are quite accurate at

identifying the ungrammaticality of such sentences. he Spanish

1

responses fd-r sentences 4,.(21, 22, and 30 are not significantly

different from chance ( .05 level, binomial one tailed test),

whereas the French responses for all sentences except 4 are

significantly more accurate, than,chance (at the .01 level). The

only sentence that caused problems to the French was sentence (4)

in the test, repeated below as (6):

6. Seems that Fred is unhappy.

It is arguable- that this sentence would be acceptable in

informal, spoken English, so that the failure of 4thet groupto

reject this sentence could stem:from that fact.

0

If one looks at \the Spanish results by level, ond sees that

the beginners rare most inclined to accept missing subjects in

English and that there is a gradual improvement in ability to

recognize the ungrammaticality of such sentences shown by a

\

decrease in the number of responses of correct to incorrect

gentences. These results are presented in Table 2.

-10-
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4 Table 2.

Savish responses by 1,evel to sentences with 1')

missing subiects: numbers responding"correct"I`t

Level

2 4

Sentences

21 22 30

1(N.6) 6(100%) 4(67 %) 4(67%) 6(100%) 5(83%) 6(100%)
2(N.11) 7(64%) 3t27%) 5(45%) 7(44%) .4(36%) 9(82%)
3(N.8) 3(37%) 4(50%) 2(25%) 4(60%) 2(25%) 5(63%)
4(N -24) 4(17%) 8(33%) 7(29%) 8(33%) 8(33%) 10(42%)
5(N-5) 0 2(40%) 1(20%) 1(20%) 3(60%) '.i1(20%).

Sentence (4), the sentence starting with seems does not show

improvement; this is the sentence that also caused problems to

the French subjects and the failure of the 'higher level Spanish

subjects to judge it 'ungrammatical may be explained in the same

way. Sentence (2?) also shows no improvement with increasing

level; I have no explanation for this result.

The results from the Frenth controls broken down by, level

are presented in Table' 3. They show little. imprpvement, since

all levels were more accurate et recognizing the impossibility of

missing subjects in English,.



A LeVel

Table 3.

French responses by level to sentences 4ith
missing b ects: numbers responding 'correct".

2

1-2(N=5) 1(20%)
304=8) 1(12%)

4-5(N=6) 2(33%)

Sentences
'sx

4 8 22 30

2(40 %) 1(20%) 1(20%), 2(40%) 3(60%)
4(50%) 0 1(12%) 0 1(12%)
1(17%) 0 0 1(17%) x0

Turning now to the judgments on declaTive sentences with

4'

subjec verb inversion, the results are given in Table 4. As

befor ',, a response of correct is the wrong answer.

Table 4.

Numbers responding 2i21.1121to structures

with verb-subject word order.

Sentences. Spanish L1(11=50 French t1(N=19)

5 18(33%) 8(42%)

11 18(33%) 7(37%)

13 4(7%) 3(16%)

15 1(2%) 1(5%)

27 18(33%) :4(21%)

There is no significant difference in the responses of the

two groups to any ofk these sentences (corrected' Chi-square

scores, .05 level). There are a number -6-f--points to be made
J *

About these results.
)
Sentences (13) and (15) weee--simple,

N ---.....

1

n12-
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sentences with verb subject Kord' order and almost without

exception these were recognized as ungrammatical by both Spanish

and French subjects'atcall levels. Sentence (11) was pro lematic

for both groups, probably because the presence of the dummy

subject there imposed extra 4problems, since it involves the

subjects' knowing properties of dummy there and the verbs it can
0

occur with, irrespective of the word order issue. Sentence (5),

with'an embedded question in 4inve ed rder, was difficult for

both groups. Given that embedded questions in Engligh are'

well-known for causing problems to language learnes of various

backgrounds, this was an unfortunate choice of' structure( in which

to test the word order issue. On sentence (27), the Spanish40' m

performance seems worse than the French, though the difference is

not statistically significant. 'On examining, the corrections made

by those who didAdentify this sentence as incorrect, many of the

.Spanish subjectp ins&rted there or he, effectively treating this

as a sentence with a missing .subject pronoun. Thus, could be

that failure to identify this as an incorrect sentence stems not

`from failure to recognize the inverted word order but from

failure to recognize a' missing subject, which, as we have seen,

is a problem for the v Spanish subjects. .clthough one has, to

exercise caution. because of the above-mentioned consideraions,

it dos appear that neither group' judged VS to be an acceptable

word order in simple English declaratives and that,any pr6blems

that arose were due other aspects,of the stimulus senteyes.

\ -13-
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Th-Viinal pro- drop .stricture tested here involves questions
A

when* the subject of the embedded clause has been extracted. The

test included (three ,grammatical sentences with that omitted and

tctro ungrammatical sentences with that -present.- These constitute

that trace' violations, which are icceptable in Spanish but not in
4

English. In addition, sentence(24) involved extract-0w of the

object, where retention of that is 'grammatical The___
n

iesults*are summarized in Table 5. The ungrammatical seniOnces

(14) and (19) are starred in the Table. Note that the response /

of correct is incorrect for these two sentences but correct for N

the rest-
V

L

Table

Sentences.

Numbers responding correct"

(N=19)

to extracted embedded subjects.

Spanish Ll (N=54) French L1

10 49 (91%) 17 (90%)

17* 38 (70%) 12 (63%)

18 36 (67%) 14 (74%)

19* 43 (80%) 14 *74%)

28 53 (98 %)' 16°(84%)

24 47 (87%) .
16 (84%)

_1

C.

There is no significant difference in the respOnses of the two

groups to any of these, sentences. The Spanksh subjeCts clearly
d

have a
, problem in rec9gnizing the ungrammaticality of (17) and

(19), and this.:was true at all levels. They appear to assume that
J

14 -.
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English allows both- presence or absente of that in questions

involving extra ion of subjects from embedded clauses. This is
0

csupported by the fact that in-dilly one case was the word that

inserted into one of the grammatical sentences. The. French at all
1

/ t

levels also have problems in recognizing the Ungrammatality of

these two sentences, a point I shall retprn to in my discussion.

In spite cf their difficulties with (17) and (19), bot groups

give more responses correct to the correct sdntres taken

together than to the , correct' sentences; The difference is

significant (T test,.05 le;\.,e1). This suggests that they are not
_

.
totally unaware of the ungrammaticality of extractio -£ subjects:

Jc'

from such clauses. ,

.In addition to suing whether the subjetts as a group had

pioblems in realising that English is not a pro-drop.language, it

is of interest to ask whether onel, can show, for any individual

subjet that'all aspects of theparameter are lost logether,
r

which would indicate that 'one is indeed) 'dealing with one
\ N i

parameter with a set of related consequences. There ane certain('

problems in asking this question, In that Structures that jravo,lv.

extractions of embedded subjects re clearly more. complex thili

those involving omission of subjects or #ubject verb inversion.

/
6

The former necessitates the understanding of sententiall

embedOings, whilst the latter do not. Hence one cannot expect

t. correctlyevery subject who has orrectly realised that English does not

.." 1

-15-
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,

omit subjects and .does not allow verb subject order necessarily

to realize .that-,-the cothplementizer that must be absent wheh

questioning subjects of embedded clauses, since failure to

realize the latter might simply stem from a lack of mastery of

embeddings in general. Thus, one must consider the opposite

circumstance: do those subjects who clearly recognize the
\

ungrammaticality of (17) and (19) also show evidence that they

I
,recognize that missing subjects and subject/verb inversion are

not possible in English?

--.

6
Only 16 of the Spanish subjects correctly identified.(17)

and/or (19) as ungrammatical. Of these, all but one have clearly

realized that English does not allow inversion in declaraANQ'>°'

However, of this same group, only 10 seem reasonably clear that

English does not allow missing pronouns (that is for(the six

sentences with Subjectsmissing they judged at least half of them

jto be unacceptable).
S.

If one looks just at missing subjects and at inversion,

both of wgich are relevant to simple sentences, it is not

that the the loss of these two aspects of the parameter go hand

in hand: there are 18 subjects, many of them at the lower
/7

levels, who judge VS to be pn unacceptable ,order in ;English but

who fail to judge missing subjects to be unacceptable.



Discussion. \\

<1;

Before discussing the implications of these results, 'a, word

on the use of grammaticality judgment data is necessary. A

number of recent, papers have argued fir the use of intuitional'

data as a useful source of information about the language

"learner's current grammar (e.g.Schachter, Tyson and Diffley 1976;

Singh, d'Anglejan sand Carroll 1982; Gets 1983; Chalpron 1983).

However, it might be objected that asking the learner to judge

written sente does not truly test his '.flatquired" system,

situ)? it0 gives him opportunities to "monitor" (Krashen 1981),

that is to make use ofl knowledge about the L2 consciously

"lea

J
ned".but not yet fully 'integrated into the interlanguage.

Thi makes the results all'the more, interesting if, even given

time to monitor, the learner nevertheless' fails to notice a
-,

partipular kind of error, suggesting that the structures in

questiOn have, not even been "learned", let alone "acquired% In

addition, in the case, of the pro -drop parameter, wilifst it is

possible that the necessity for subject pronouns in English is

explicitly discbssed in the language classroom (and, indeed,

several of the teachers involved told me that they o discuss

this), it seems most unlikely that there is any discussion

whatsoever about extraction of embedded subjects. Thus, the

occasion to bring any kind of conscious knowledge to bear on

these sentences would seem to be lacking. <4 >. The fact that

-17-
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prq -drop has both obvious and subtle manifestations of this kind

'makes it a particularly interesting phenomenon to study.

O.!

It' seems clear from the results discussed above that

certain aspects of the pro-drop parameter are carried over by

native' speakers of Spanish learning ESL, suggesting that learners

effectively have to lose parameters which have been activated in

Ll but which are not relevant for L2, and 'that they have some

difficulty in doing so. This is.particillarly Clear in the case

of ,.the judgments .concerning ._missing subjects in English, and

.extractions of embedded subjects. The. hypothesis that UG should

be able to be interact direct y with L2 data, irrespective of' Ll
,

experience, would seem to be isconfirmed in.these cases, since,
N -

4,

if that were so, one would expect subjects to reject the

ungrammatical sentences at a level better than-chance. Instead,

with the sentences with missing subjectb, performance by the
..%,

Spanish students was mostly at chance level, unlike the.
t.

performance of the French, controls, suggesting that interference

from the Ll parameter was preventing th9m from accurately

\
assessing the situation) in English. With the subject

extractions, the effect is even stronger: performance is not at

chance level but, rather, at a level significantly higher than

'chance they accept the ungrammatical sentences. Thus, the first

hypothesis, that having to Lose an La parameter will cause

problems leading to interference errors seems to be supported.

-18-



The gradual improvement with level in ability to judge the

sentences with missing subjects as ungrammatical suggests that

these problems will not necessarily persist. However, there is

only partial support for the second hypothesis, that loss of all

aspects of the parameter will be related. It is supported by the
;14

fact that those people who realise that extraction of subjects

cannot take place but of a clause containing an overt

compilementizer in Eaglish also show evidence ot having mastered

the word order, though this is perhaps 4ivially true, since
f

almost all, subjects realised the impossibility of VS order in

simple sentences. However, the fact that ungrammatical word

order is more accurately identified than either of the other

aspects of the parameter was not predicted by the second

hypothesis.

Regarding the postibility of inverted word order, as

mentioned above, it.is not at all clear that this is carried over

4

into English. For the simple sentences, at least, the rejection

of the ungrammatical word order is extremely accurate. However,

given problems with some of the test sentences. 'on inversion, as

iscussed in the results, it is probably premature to draw any

)4conclusions from this. Rather, this aspect of the parameter

should be reinvestigated with a more careful choice of stimulus

sentences. Nevertheless, it is of interest that some recent

proposals suggest that VS word ()icier should not be included as

5. -19-



part of the pro-drop parameter at all ,(Chao 1981), a

that these results would be consistent with.
c

Another issue concerns -the question of why (the, Frenqh-'

controls had difficulty in recognizing the ungrammaticality of

extractions from, clauses containing complementizers. In French,

in cases of extraction of subjects from embedded clauses, the

compiementizer que undergoes a rule: que --> qui in such cases

'Xitayne 1975)4'1 resulting 'in the following:

7. Qui crois-tu qui va venir

The fact that who and that are Often interchangeable in English

and the existence of forms like (7) in French could have led the
.

French subjects to accept the ungrammatical English sentences

where that has not been deleted. Thus, the choice of French as

the mother tongue of the control group may not be ideal for this

particular aspect ofthe parameter.

The r sults with the sentences- with miasing subject

pronouns a e relevant to another proposal concerning such cases.

.Cancino, Rosansky and Schumann (1974), observing that Spanish

speakers often omit it in spontaneous speech, argue that this is

in fact a phonologicaleror, not a syntactic one. This position

is also adopted 'by Dulay, Burt and'Krashen (1982). However, it

.is much harder to maintain this claim in the face of failure to

-20-
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correct writ,ten sentences. <5 >. Furthermore, in the experiment

reported here, Ole missing pronoun was it in only two o /the six

cases, yet all missing pronouns caused problems, suggesting that

we have a syntactic error here.

One final point remains to be considered, namely,whether,

the assumption by Spanish speakers that Englisb is a pro drop

language pis not due to ipterference from Ll but rather

constitutes evidence of a developmental stage, common, to first

V
langllage learners and L2 learners, regardless of their Li., tn

such a case, the dropping of pronouns would be of ambiguous,,6, . .

a ori'in, as suggested by Felix `

iw

-N
equivalent claim would be that, pro -drop conFtitutes the unmarked

980)o since both the
(

.

,
.,

,,developmentaltrendandtheLlwouldlead to pro-drop errors. An

0

case, as/argued ,by,Hyams ( 83) for first lanOuage acquisition.
d

A number of people Working markedness in elatiOn to L2 assume
,

.

/
L

that t e L2 learner will 'first adopt the /unmarked case,

regardl ss of the actual data available to him in Ll or L2 (e.g.

Kellerman 1978; Mazurkewich 1981, . 1983; Hyltenstam 1982;
. ,

Rutherford 1982; MundLiceras 1983). <6>. If that is the case,

and if pro-drop is indeed the unmarked case, then the French

controls ought also initially to treat English as a pro-drop
4

41 ,

language, \illich they failed to doe at a level significantly

greater than chance they judge sentences with missing subjects to

be unacceptable in English. This suggests that t extension o

9.t

6



`'a

the pro-drop parameter into English by native speakers of Spanish

is indeed the effect .of having had that parameter operative in Ll

and not simply dud to trying out pro-drop as the unmarked

hypothesis for any language being learned.

Conclusion.

Recent interest in universal aspects of L2 acquisition has

led to a playing down of the occurrence of interference errors,

indef0 to a feeling that they are an embarrassment t? UG, and

there has been a consequent lack of attempts to explain them. It

is proposed here that linguieti,c universals, .often used to

accot for sipilarities in L2 acquisition by native speakers of

many dz. erent guages, can also account for differencess_if

the pa, melee-se9ing view is taken into consideration, thus

bringing us closer to a theoiT that can account both for the

similarities and ther,differences that have been observed in the

acquisition literature., The r,esults of this/study indicate that
%

having to change a 'parameter of UG may cause problems for

language learners and that this is

errors, t least initially.

sourcesource of interference
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,FOOTNOTES.

`4"
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appreciated. I should also like to thank Gary Libben the
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This is a revised version of a paper presented at the

Eighth Annual ,Boston Univ'ersity Confetence on Language

Development, October 1983.

1.- .The Spanish sentences are taken from Jaeggli (1982).

4

1-.

4

2c . The remaining Sentence in thet included a number of

grammatitgl sentences. , n add ition, there were some other

ungrammatical ones which con ned a different
.
universal

principle; namely subjacency. These will not be reported on

.

/

/

hete.

/ r

/
3. There were very few incidences /of failure to respond, so

)0

that the mumbprs responding incorrect are, in mogt cases,
p.m.

)/
.

the inverse or, almost the inverse, of the numbers
,3..

-23-
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,)

responding correct. It was clear from the corrections that

some subjeCts judged sentences to be incorrect which were in

fact grammatical o judged sentences to be incorrect for the

wrong reasons; th y would, foci example, change the tense.

Such cases were counted as responses of correctpsince they

failed to indentill the source of the error, so that the
,

corrections made were irrelev'aflt. Note that the sentence

numbers in the tables' correspond to the numbers as given in

the Appendix. In the tables; the .percentages have been,

rounded up or down to the nearest round, number; leading to

some minor inconsistencies.

4)1 In any case, it seems clear that, an ability to "monitor", in

Krashen' sense, is not the only source of metalinguistic

abilities

speakers,

\,
to make,, grammaticality judgments. Native

for example, can make grammaticality judgments

without having of conscious knowledge of the, rulAts

involved, as can- childien.

5. Se d:1 also White (197.7) for arguments that omission of

A

pronouns is a syntactic error. Sative speakers of Spanish

who omitted the pronodn it in an elicited production task

were presenil with a transcriant of a.11 their output and

asked to look for errors and correct them,`. Insm6n

they failed)-to correct the sentences with missing ubjects,

-24-



again suggesting that, the.' error could note phonological.-

144.r. 6. But see White (1983) tor arguments that this N4ew" of

markedness in second language acquisition is in manYcases

0

A

too strong.

T

c
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APPENDIX.

Test sentences:

missin sub'ects sub'ect verb inversion and sub'ect extraction.

a*,

2. We will be late for school if don't take this bus.

4. , Seems that Fred is unhappy.

5. The policemen didn't know when did escape the prisoner.

8. My sister is very tired because came home late last night.

10. Who do you think will win the race?

11. There looked a strange man through the window.

13. Slept the baby for 2 hours.

15. Walked the/boy very far.

17. Who did you say that arrived late?

18. Which man did she hope would marry her?

19. Which movie do You think that will be on television this evening?

21. Francis is in trouble because did not do his homework.

22. John is greedy. Eats like a-pig.
6

24. What program did you say that John watched last night?

27. The mailman came. Have arrived three letters.

28. Who do you believe will be the next president of the USA?

30.. Is raining very hard today.
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